It is shown that every topological space appears as quotient of a paracompact Hausdorff space in a very natural way: as the space of path components. This means that the "pathology" of closure operators in non-Hausdorff spaces appears as "pathology" of path components in spaces which have "nice" closure operators.
1* Introduction* There has not been much general interest in non-Hausdorff spaces since their behavior seems in many respects pathological. Even general Hausdorff spaces still exhibit certain bizarre behavior. As a result the majority of topologists have concentrated their attention on completely regular Hausdorff spaces, usually including an additional property such as compactness or paracompactness, to insure desirable characteristics such as normality.
There is one type of behavior among such spaces that is sometimes thought of as pathological, but it is well understood and has not led general topologists to disallow it via axioms. This is the behavior of path components. They need not be closed sets, and the closure of a path component may have an arbitrarily complex structure.
In this paper it will be shown that the two types of pathology are closely related; in particular that any topological space expresses abstractly the structure of the path components in an appropriately constructed paracompact Hausdorff space. Specifically, a functor S is constructed from the category of topological spaces and maps to the category of paracompact Hausdorff spaces such that the original space X is the path component space of the image S(X). Furthermore it is shown that the functor may be extended to an embedding into the category of compact Hausdorff spaces, although recovery is no longer done simply through the path component space functor.
The constructions of this paper also give a representation of any topological space as quotient of a paracompact Hausdorff space. To find such a representation is not difficult, but the particular representation given has the rather unusual property that the components in the representing space are in one-one correspondence with the components in the represented space; in particular a connected space is the quotient of a connected space. Also the decomposition of the representing space need not be specified in advance, but can be naturally recovered as the path component decomposition.
DOUGLAS HARRIS
The results of this paper do not show that one need not deal with arbitrary spaces directly. The passage from X to S(X) is artificial and generally cannot be used to deduce new properties of the space X. Rather the results show that the category of paracompact Hausdorff spaces is itself very complex and contains hidden within all the complexities of Top. The passage from X to S(X) allows one to begin with a simple but strange space X and to construct a more complex space S(X) which has many convenient properties and in which the strangeness of X becomes more familiar.
In the remainder of this paper the term space means an arbitrary topological space and the term map means a continuous function between spaces.
2* Construction of S(X).
Let R represent the positive reals with their usual topology. A subset A of R is coίnitial if it is not bounded away from 0, initial if it contains an entire interval from 0, cofinal if it contains infinitely many integers, and terminal if it contains an entire tail of integers. Initial and terminal sets will be used to define the topology of S(X).
For each pair x, y of points in X let Rl be a copy of R, and let S x be the set-theoretic disjoint union of a singleton {x 0 } with the set {RliyeX}.
The ground set of the space S(X) will be the disjoint union of the collection {S x : x e X), and π: S(X) -> X will be the natural projection that takes S x to the point x. The center of S(X) is the set X o -{sc 0 : xeX} and the remaining are the radial points. Given A c S(X) write A Q for Af]X 0 and At for A f] Rξ.
A base for neighborhoods of a radial point p is the set of intervals about p on the ray containing p. A neighborhood of x 0 eX o is A such that Al is initial for each y eX and the set A(x) = {y 6 X: Ay is terminal} is a neighborhood in X of x. In particular given a neighborhood V of x and positive real numbers α, 6 there is a uniform neighborhood Set Ύ = {V:
A central point is in the closure of only one member of 7 and a radial point is in the closure of only finitely many members of 7.
The space S(X) actually has a property stronger than paracompactness; it is stratifiable [2] , which means that for each open set U there are open sets {U n } k=sl such that U = ΌU n , cl U n c U for each n, and if 17 c F then U n aV n for each n. Such a space is not only paαacompact, it is perfectly (and thus completely) normal; in particular every closed set is a G δ and even a zero set. . Let k{a) be the least integer greater than a and let l(b) be the greatest integer less than 6. Given an interval (α, 6), if a = 0 set a n = 0 and if a Φ 0 set a n -a + ( By construction V n aV and UF,= F. Clearly radial points in cl V n are in V n+ι aV; it x o ί V then from the construction X x {lβn, n) is disjoint from V n ; thus central points in cl V n are also in F. To verify that V n is open suppose x 0 e F w ; then # 0 6 F so by construction F w contains an interval along each R y XJ as F does, and V{x) = V n (x),
S(X) is
The space S(X) is never metrizable. However an appropriate uniform version of it is metrizable, as will be noted in § 4, when X is first-countable.
The most interesting property of S(X) is perhaps the fact that the decomposition {S x : xe X} can be recovered from the space S(X); in fact the fibers S x are the path components of S(X). This is in sharp contrast to most results expressing one class of spaces as the quotients of another class; typically the decomposition must be given along with the representing space. Another interesting property is that S(X) has essentially the same sort of connectedness as X. Again most results involving representation as quotients lead to disconnected representing spaces.
Suppose f: Y->S(X) is a map, and Y is connected and locally connected. Then f[Y] lies entirely in some S x .
Proof. Any point of S x has a neighborhood for which the component containing the point lies entirely in S x . Since Y is locally connected each f*~ [S β ] is open, and thus each f^ [S x ] is closed; so f [Y] lies entirely in some S x .
(COROLLARY). The path components of S(X) are the fibers S x of π. That is, X is the path component space of S(X).

The connected subsets of X are precisely the images of the connected subsets of S(X). In particular the components of S(X) are the preimages of the components of X.
Proof. The map π is hereditarily quotient, so each restriction of it to a subspace of X is a quotient map with connected fibers. Thus a set is connected if and only if its preimage in S(X) is connected, from which the results follow immediately.
In studying further the properties of S(X) a particular type of neighborhood is important; the neighborhood V of x 0 is simple if there is an open set W with xeW such that VI is initial precisely when x -a and be X f V\ is terminal precisely when a e W and 6 = x, VI -0 in all other cases, and V Q = {x 0 }. Clearly in this case π[V] = W, and V is said to be built on W.
(a)
Every uniform neighborhood is simple. A very important property of the spaces S(X) is that they may be characterized by their Stone-Cech compactifications.
S(X) and S(Y) are homeomorphic if and only if βS(X) and βS(Y) are homeomorphic
Proof. It is clear that each point of S(X) is the limit of a sequence of distinct points, and by 2.4 every point of S(X) is a G δ . The stated result is now immediate from [3, 9N] . 
3* The function £(/)• Given any function f:X-*Y define S(f): S(X) -+ S( Y) by S(f)(x 0 ) = f(x) 0 for x 0 e X o and S(/)(p) = p e R' f %] when peRξ.
The function S(f) has properties closely related to those of /. Some of these are given below, where we write & Δ & to indicate that S(f) has property & if and only if / has property ^. Also note that quotient, pseudo-open, and biquotient functions are always considered to be onto.
(a) one-to-one Δ one-to-one
(b) onto Δ onto (c) map Δ map (d) homeomorphism Δ homeomorphism (e) embedding Δ embedding (f) quotient Δ hereditarily quotient { -pseudo-open) (g) pseudo-open Δ pseudo-open (h) biquotient Δ biquotient (i) closed Δ closed and finite-to-one (j) o£>0% Δ opew &%d owίo (k) closed embedding Δ closed embedding (1) opew embedding Δ homeomorphism onto.
Proof. For convenience write # = S(/).
(a) and (b) are straightforward, (d) follows from (a), (b), and (c), (k) follows from (e) and (i), and (1) follows from (e) and (j).
(
c) That g is a map when / is follows from the equality g*~[V(f(x)J] = W(x).
The converse follows from the facts that π x is quotient and π γ is a map.
(e) Suppose / is an embedding. In particular it is one-to-one, so g is an embedding on radial points. Given a simple neighborhood [V] .
The argument when g*~(p) c U and p is radial is trivial.
(h) The argument is similar to that for (f) and (g).
(i) If / is not finite-to-one, choose y £ Y and a sequence {x n }Z^i of distinct members of f"{y).
Let x be any point of X, and set B = {p n }n=i where p n is the point 1 + 1/n on the ray R 
Then Z? is closed in S(X) and g[B] is not closed in S(Y).
It follows from the facts that π x is a map and π γ is a quotient that / must be closed when g is closed.
Now suppose / is closed and finite-to-one, and B is closed in S(X).
Set C = g [B] , Since each fiber is finite, it follows that C 
Construction of U(X).
There is a more uniform version of S(X) that is useful in connection with metrizability questions and related topics. Given any open subset F of X, any point x e V, and any integer n, define
yeV,k>n}.
The space U(X) has the same ground set as S(X), neighborhoods of central points x 0 are sets V % (x) , where Fclis open and xe V, and neighborhoods of radial points are the same as in S(X).
The local character at a point of a space is the minimum cardinal of a base at the point; the local character of a space is the supremum of the local characters of its points. The metricity (see [4, pg. 5] ) is the least cardinal of a family, consisting of discrete collections of open sets, whose union is a basis for the space. Proof, The product with a) 0 is necessary in the above results only when X has a point with finite local character; finite local character can only be equal to 1, of course. If the cardinal ω a is the local character of X then there are ω a families of open sets in X, each family indexed by the points of X> such that the union of the families is a base for X. The union of the corresponding discrete families in U{X) forms a base for central points in U(X). Using the fact that R has an αvdiscrete base it is easily seen that the metricity of U(X) is not greater then the product of ω Q with the local character of X.
A variety of properties of U(X) are equivalent to the firstcountability of X. The following lemma is used to establish some of them. Proof. It is clear that {V n } can be assumed to be a decreasing family of simple neighborhoods built on the family {W n } of open neighborhoods of x. There must be an open neighborhood T of x and a point y n e W n -T for each n; also it can be assumed that {y n } is a sequence of distinct points. For each n there is p n e V n Π Ryl; setting P = {p n } and noting that x 0 e π" [T] c U(X) -P it follows that P is a closed discrete infinite subset of U{X).
Recall that a space Y is a (strict) p-space if in /3F there is a sequence {TJΪU 
c) Every point of U(X) is a G δ in βU(X). (d) Every point of U(X) has countable character in βU(X).
Proof. According to 4.1 conditions (e), (f), and (g) are equivalent. According to [3, 9.7] (f) and (d) are equivalent. Trivially (a) implies (b) and (d) implies (c). Since any metrizable space is a strict p-space, (e) implies (a). Thus it need only be shown that (b) implies (g) and that (c) implies (g). These two implications follow easily from 4.2.
The following result is established in exactly the same way as 2.10.
The space U(X) and U(Y) are homeomorphic if and only if the spaces βU(X) and βU(Y) are homeomorphic.
5* Categorical remarks* This section consists of remarks pointing out various categorical embeddings implicit in the previous constructions.
Let P(X) be the quotient space obtained from a space X through identifying points in the same path component. Noting that every map between spaces respects this equivalence relation, it follows that P is a functor from Top to Top (see [5] , where it is treated as a functor from Top to Set).
According to 3.1 S is a functor from Top to Top, and according to 2.2 and 2.6 P(S(X)) = X for each space X. Clearly P(S(f)) = f for each map /, and it follows that PS is the identity functor from Top to Top. Also it is clear that these remarks hold for Ϊ7as well. 
